Mentor/Mentee Expectation Form
This form is due to Ally or Bonnie by September 19, 2014

I, ____________________________, will fulfill all expectations as a mentor during the 2014-2015 academic year. I will meet with my mentee(s) twice a semester, help my mentee(s) to shadow one upper-level chemical engineering class each semester, and answer any questions asked of me in a timely fashion. To the best of my ability, I will help my mentee(s) to be exposed to both industrial career opportunities and research and grad school opportunities both inside and outside of the Lafayette College Chemical Engineering Department.

I, ____________________________, will fulfill all expectations as a mentee throughout the 2014-2015 academic year. I will meet with my mentor twice a semester, and shadow one upper level chemical engineering class each semester. I will communicate with my mentor and utilize their guidance in any chemical engineering questions I may have. I will be an active member in the Lafayette Chemical Engineering Department.

Any additional comments or mutual agreements:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Signatures: _______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Date: ________________________________

Please address any problems, questions and concerns to:  
Professor Michael Senra, senram@lafayette.edu  
Ally Hill ’15, hilla@lafayette.edu  
Bonnie Malhotra ’15, malhotrb@lafayette.edu